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Abstract—The suggested method helps predicting vehicles 

movement in order to give the driver more time to react and 

avoid collisions on roads. The algorithm is dynamically modelling 

the road scene around the vehicle based on the data from the on-

board camera. All moving objects are monitored and represented 

by the dynamic model on a 2D map. After analyzing every 

object’s movement, the algorithm predicts its possible behavior. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Intensive development of big cities leads to increase in the 
number of vehicles and traffic flows. Road situations become 
complex and unpredictable, which results in higher probability 
of collisions and accidents. The drivers make decisions in such 
complex situations based on the information about the other 
traffic participants’ position and approximate estimation of 
their movement dynamics. Driving a vehicle in a big city can 
become a challenging task, and without additional safety 
systems - almost impossible for an ordinary driver. The 
development of information technology has brought us various 
drivers’ assistance systems [1, 2]. 

Unlike other robotized fixed systems where the movement 
happens in specific pre-determined trajectory (conveyor 
systems or in production), vehicles on a road have a freedom of 
movement in quite dense traffic flows and complex traffic 
situations. Therefore, the probability of a dangerous situation 
becomes much higher. This is the reason why safety becomes 
the priority in infrastructure development as well as in vehicles 
design. In some cases, an ordinary driver faces the challenges 
that can be hard to solve without vehicle’s safety systems 
(ABC, TCS etc. [3]). To improve the driver’s alertness and 
thus safety, a lot of systems that work in passive or active mode 
have been developed (Line following, Anti lock brakes, 
Forward collision avoidance etc.[4]). The suggested method 
aims at increasing the system safety level and can be used as an 
independent mobile application or build in a driver-assistance 
system. 

II. PREVIOUS WORK 

Developing automatic and smart vehicles has become one 
of the popular areas in the recent years (google car and tesla 
[5]). Road scene recognition and its adequate assessment, 

which any human performs automatically, is a serious 
challenge for technical systems that have to interpret the 
moving objects around the vehicle. A lot of manufacturers 
equip their vehicles with obstacle recognition systems, that 
warn about potentially dangerous objects. (Volvo, Mercedes, 
Porsche etc.) 

Choice of the technical systems to provide data on the road 
scene is always a compromise between the price of the 
system’s development and implementation, its safety level and 
efficiency. High requirements towards these systems and fast-
developing technology create a field for developing a variety of 
algorithms to solve the issue. There are different approaches to 
collecting data about a road scene, depending on sensors 
collecting the information, methods of extracting the 
information, algorithms for objects detecting and identification, 
as well as the type of computing facilities used. 

In order to improve the system’s efficiency and adequate 
decision-making, quite often the information is collected from 
various types of sensors, which makes the system much more 
complex. The best source of information for a person is his 
vision, giving the biggest amount of information in a time unit. 
Equally important role in technical systems is devoted to a 
technical vision system. The development of technology and 
computing capacity enables us to use technical vision systems 
in road scene recognition. Using mono-camera for this task 
poses low requirements for equipment, but requires very 
powerful software. Based on the image the software needs to 
identify vertical and horizontal lines, areas, boundaries, objects, 
etc. [6]. 

Another known approach to solving this issue is using 
stereoscopic cameras that can provide the opportunity for 3D 
reconstruction of a road scene. The drawbacks include complex 
settings and equipment [7, 8]. 

Some articles suggest using additional sensors to improve 
the preciseness of road scene identification. These sensors 
provide data on vehicle’s positioning (GPS, accelerometer, 
gyroscopes). To assure better reliability and lower calculation 
load, some other equipment is suggested for road scene 
recognition. Radars, LIDAR and other ultrasound distance 
measuring equipment provides very limited but highly precise 
information. [9, 10, 11] 
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Another well-known approach to road scene recognition 
involves usage of neural networks. In this approach, the 
requirements for initial image processing are not very high, but 
the results of these algorithms depend a lot on the neural 
network structure and the methods of training. The main 
problem in using a wide variety of sensors usually lays in their 
synchronization and ensuring the stability of the system [12]. 
Road scene reconstruction takes part in many driver’s 
assistance systems (ADAS). 

The main goal of implementing the abovementioned 
systems is providing higher level of safety on the road and 
lowering the informational load on the driver. The main 
functions of the systems: identify various static and moving 
objects, predict obstacles and warn the driver, and in some 
cases – interfere in the driving process. As a standard valuation 
for danger level many systems use the calculated Time To 
Collision (TTC) with the object that is located on the vehicle’s 
route or around the vehicle [13, 14]. The analysis of the 
abovementioned articles showed that the main goal there is to 
correctly calculate the time to collision and estimate the right 
course of actions to lower the impact. 

The main issue in this kind of systems is that, on the one 
hand, the optimal choice of action requires precise information 
about the road scene and enough time for the driver to react, 
but on the other hand, it requires more time for precise 
reconstruction of the road scene and estimate of the danger.  

III. GOAL 

The aim of this work is developing methods and algorithms 
for detecting and predicting the development of a potentially 
dangerous situation. The specifics of this work is that we 
analyze the road scene and predict the movement dynamics on 
early stages, when the collision can still be avoided and the 
driver has more time for making a decision. 

In this approach, we use one on-board camera and a series 
of sensors providing the information about the vehicle (speed, 
wheels turning angle, vehicle tilt angle) as the source of 
information. Based on the video flow analysis all moving 
objects in the camera field of view are identified and classified 
(vehicles, pedestrians, cyclists and others). Their positioning 
relative to the vehicle in consideration is calculated and 
displayed on a 2D virtual coordinate system, acting as a model 
of the road scene around the vehicle. Based on the information 
on the objects’ trajectories, the system estimates their possible 
behavior and the probability of a potentially dangerous 
situation. 

IV. ALGORITHM WORK PRINCIPLES 

A. Reducing the need for calculation 

 In order to eliminate the problems with the mono-camera in 
processing large amounts of data, some sources recommend the 
region of interest approach (ROI) [15]. Our method suggests 
using dynamically changing area dependent on the vehicle’s 
movement parameters, rather than static zones of the frame that 
do not always reflect the real traffic situation. Earlier we 
suggested a method for identifying the dynamically changing 
area based on the information about the vehicle’s speed and 

wheels turning angle. The method allows us to cut down the 
picture processing time proportional to the dynamically 
changing actual area without losing the important information. 

B. Detecting and classifying moving objects 

For detecting moving objects on the road, the suggested 
method detects the changes in ansparse optical flow[16]. On 
the first stage, the video frames are converted into grey scale. 
Then on the basis of a well-known SIFT algorithm [17] special 
points are generated to be monitored in the next frame. The 
difference in the points coordinates Pxy(fn) and Pxy(fn+1) in the 
two consequent frames creates the displacement vectors for 
every point. These vectors are used as the input data in 
RANSAC algorithm [18] for approximation and measuring the 
road scene global motion. All the points assigned to the static 
objects of the road scene have the vectors with very close 
characteristics. All the points assigned to the moving objects 
have the vectors that differ in direction and/or value from the 
static objects’ vectors. The filters are applied to put the points 
in the groups with similar characteristics. Earlier we suggested 
the approach of classifying the objects based on their size and 
possible speed, but after additional analysis and research we 
found it necessary to change the criteria. 

TABLE I.   

 

C. Calculating location of each object 

In monitoring every potential moving object our method 
includes the phase for measuring the distance and azimuth to 
every object. This phase is implemented based on the 
information about the vehicle’s body position, known 
characteristics of the camera and its preliminary calibration 
test. Therefore our method allows identifying the vertical 
horizon, as well as the approximate angle of the road incline. 
The bounding box is created around every group of points 
representing a potential object. The size and coordinates of the 
bounding box are used for measuring the precise positioning of 
the moving object in relation to the vehicle. 

� = ℎ	 tan �	 + � + � − tan�� ������ − ����� ��	�� �� 
(1) 

Where: 

 

h – height of the camera [m]; 

Object type 
Object 

height 

Height to width 

ration 
Max speed 

Pedestrians 1m – 2.2m 1:3 – 1:1 14km/h 

Cyclists 1.3m – 1.7m 1:1 – 1:2 20km/h 

Motorcyclists 1.3m – 1.7m 2:1 – 1:2 150km/h 

Vehicles 1.3m – 2m 4:1 – 3:4 150km/h 

Buses / Trucks 2 m – 3.5m 13:1 – 1:1 100km/h 

Others 
Does not belong to the other categories (speed not 

exceeding 60km/h) 
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α – minimal vertical angle of the field of vision; [degrees] 

 

2β – angle of the vertical coverage; 

 

γ – vehicle tilt angle; 

 

Hpix– maximal picture height [pixels]; 

 

Mpix– the lowest point of the bounding box [pixels]; 

 

VD – ratio of vertical size of the virtual space to the frame 

size; 

 

f – distance to the virtual space [m]; 

 

D – distance to the object [m] 

 � = �	 tan   

(2) 

Where:  

 

Θ –reference angle between the vehicle’s direction and the 

main axis of the object. 

 

! � �	
!���

"���

 

(3) 

Where: 

 

Spix– size of the bounding box [pixels]; 

 

Hpix – maximal size of the image on the virtual surface 

[pixels]; 

 

S – actual size of the object [m]. 

 
Information about the distance and relative angle of arrival 

to every moving object in relation to the vehicle allows 
generating the coordinates for each of them and displaying the 
objects on a 2D matrix describing the road scene from the 
bird’s-eye view. The information about an object’s position 
works as feedback for its monitoring in the next frame, as its 
position is already known from the previous frame. The 
identified objects are projected and connected to the ones 
already existing in the virtual road model. If the object 
demonstrates a shift larger than the set limit m, it is considered 
to be the new object and is added to the virtual map. 

Based on the information about the vehicle’s speed and 
changes in the moving objects coordinates the algorithm 
calculates the approximate speed and direction for each of the 
identified objects. On every step the algorithm saves the 
current vector of the object and uses it later for calculating its 
trajectory and behavior. The system keeps saving the 
information about the object even in the case of temporary loss 
of vision or its disappearance from the frame. This way the 
system can keep the objects in the virtual monitoring mode 
(Fig1) [19], which can play significant role in the 
reconstruction of the road scene. 

 

Fig. 1. Virtual monitoring mode for motorcycle. (followed even out of sign).  

In most cases the trajectory curvature of other participants 
in the road scene, moving in the same direction as the vehicle, 
has almost linear character. The problem occurs when we need 
to predict the future movements of the objects that are moving 
perpendicular or do not change their position in relation to the 
vehicle (when both are moving in the same direction with the 
constant speed). In this situation it is very difficult or 
completely impossible to predict the movement with the 
algorithm of spline approximation. 

D. Usage of neural network 

For moving objects there is physical relation between the 
previous and the following coordinates of the object, and we 
suggest using this relation to predict the trajectory based on the 
neural networks data. A well-trained neural network can 
approximate any movement even in the small vicinity, which 
cannot be approximated by the function. We suggest using 
coordinates of the moving object as the input variables in the 
neural network, and predicted coordinates as the output. 
Similar works have been published, but they differ in the type 
of usage and mode of the object’s movement. [20, 21, 22] 

One of the main challenges in the neural network usage is 
the process of the training and obtaining the data necessary for 
it. The advantage of using neural networks in this case is that 
the information for the network training can be obtained from 
the current video flow. The training is based on the actual data. 
The input data are the known coordinates for the objects’ 
movement trajectory extracted from the earlier time units. The 
obtained data are compared against the actual coordinates of 
the moving object in the next time unit and are used for neural 
network training. 

Let’s form several assumptions for solving the problem and 
minimizing the complexity. Let the objects be moving in a 2D 
space of x and y axis by a determined but unknown to us 
trajectory. In equal time units the position of the moving object 
in relation to the vehicle (xo, yo) is registered by the model of 
the road scene. The objects of the model represent real moving 
objects in the physical space that have actual physical 
characteristics (speed, acceleration, physical coordinates). 
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For us to predict the object’s movement we need the data 
on its position, speed, direction and acceleration. Since the 
inertial characteristics of the object’s movement are implicitly 
presented in its trajectory, we suggest building a neural 
network based on the object’s coordinates only. This will cut 
down the volume of calculations and time for predicting the 
coordinates. 

The chosen neural network has multi-layered perceptron 
structure. The input information illustrates 6 positions of the 
object Oi in the virtual space in 5 time units  

 

                                POi(t)(XOi(t), YOi(t))                         (4) 

where t ϵ [-5, 0]. The structure has 2 concealed layers – the first 
one has 24 nodes and the second one has 48. The output 
consists of 30 nodes. 

The number of inputs and outputs, as well as the time slot 
for receiving the result, play important role in training and 
getting the correct predictions. There are optimal ratios 
between the prediction preciseness and the time slot used as 
data foundation for predicting. 

The data about the moving object’s coordinates are 
normalized on the neural network input, so the peak value 
exceeds the activation function maximum. In our model we use 
bipolar sigmoid activation function [23] in the range of (-1.0; 
1.0). For normalized input signals every actual coordinates 
value is divided by coefficient p, and the result of the neural 
network is multiplied by the same coefficient. Since the 
maximum distance for prediction is taken as 99 meters, the 
coefficient for coordinates values normalization in the range of 
(-1; 1) is taken as p = 100. Then all the values for the object’s 
position to the left of the vehicle fall in the range of (-1; 0). 

All trajectories are relative to the host vehicle 

 

Fig. 2. Prediction of possible danger at high speed. Car in front is slowing 

down. 

 

Fig. 3. Prediction of dangerous situation at high speeds. Danger overtaking. 

Green car is in virtual monitoring mode. 

 

Fig. 4. Prediction of possible dangerous situation at medium speeds. Car 

from the right is closing. 

E. Classification of possible dangerous situations 

The suggested approach classifies potential situations into 3 
groups for each of the detected objects. 

• No danger – the moving object is far enough from the 
vehicle’s trajectory and its predicted behavior poses no 
threat. 

• Attention, possible danger – the object is far enough 
from the vehicle’s trajectory, but its predicted 
movement shows dangerous approach in the vicinity of 
the vehicle. (The safety zone radius can be adjusted 
depending on the driver’s preferences and the vehicle 
type). 

• Danger – the object is in the way of the vehicle and/or 
their trajectories cross. The direction or speed of the 
vehicle needs to be adjusted to avoid a dangerous 
situation. 
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V. RESULTS 

Data showing algorithm accuracy and speed is
tables below. Images from software visual interface are shown 
after the tables. At this stage of development algorithm does 
not differentiate road lines. 

TABLE II.   

Time of algorithm’s work 

Receiving the image 

Identifying the region of interest (ROI) (times per second)

Generating special points (if necessary) 

Calculating the video flow (average) 

Processing the data 

Identifying the parameters for the moving objects and 

updating the road scene model 

Predicting the objects’ movement based on the neural network 

and evaluating the possibility for dangerous crossing of 
trajectories 

Checking the preciseness of the prediction from the previous 

time slot (every 3 frames) 

Total time for the algorithm cycle  - 80 ms (91 ms if necessary)

TABLE III.   

Characteristics of the algorithm 

Detecting moving objects within ROI 96.753%

Preciseness of detecting for every object 87.135%

Preciseness of the object’s parameters calculation   

Up to 10 m 98.689%

Up to 20 m 96.934%

Up to 40 m 93.225%

Up to 60 m 86.160%

Up to 100 m 80.250%

Preciseness of the neural network prediction 97.865%

 

Fig. 5. Prediction of accident if object or vehicle in consideration doesn’t 

change speed or trajectory. 

Fig. 6. Prediction for clear situation, if pedestrians continue with same speed 

on same trajectory. 
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speed is describedin 
face are shown 

after the tables. At this stage of development algorithm does 

18ms 

Identifying the region of interest (ROI) (times per second) 1ms 

9ms 

48ms 

9ms 

Identifying the parameters for the moving objects and 2ms 

Predicting the objects’ movement based on the neural network 

possibility for dangerous crossing of 

3ms 

Checking the preciseness of the prediction from the previous 1ms 

80 ms (91 ms if necessary) 

96.753% 

87.135% 

98.689% 

96.934% 

93.225% 

86.160% 

80.250% 

97.865% 

 

Prediction of accident if object or vehicle in consideration doesn’t 

 

Prediction for clear situation, if pedestrians continue with same speed 

VI. CONCLUSION

Thanks to using dynamically changing region of interest for 
processing the image on objects identification stage, as well as 
multi-layered neural network for predicting the trajectories of 
the various objects using just the objects’ coordinates,
volume of calculations and time for trajectory prediction has 
been cut down significantly. This allows extra time for 
decision-making to the driver or the driver’s assistance system 
(DAS). 

The suggested algorithm has the following functions for 
predicting dangerous situations: 

• Detects moving objects around the vehicle and 
dynamically models the road scene.

• All moving objects are classified based on the 
processed video flow, their calculated size and 
approximate speed. 

• Neural network uses the accumulate
identified moving objects’ coordinates 
trajectories crossing and potential collision.
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ONCLUSION 

Thanks to using dynamically changing region of interest for 
processing the image on objects identification stage, as well as 

layered neural network for predicting the trajectories of 
the various objects using just the objects’ coordinates, the 
volume of calculations and time for trajectory prediction has 
been cut down significantly. This allows extra time for 

making to the driver or the driver’s assistance system 

The suggested algorithm has the following functions for 

Detects moving objects around the vehicle and 
dynamically models the road scene. 

All moving objects are classified based on the 
processed video flow, their calculated size and 

Neural network uses the accumulated data about the 
identified moving objects’ coordinates for predicting the 
trajectories crossing and potential collision. 
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